The Stages of the Hero’s Journey

- The Ordinary World
- Call to Adventure
- Refusal of the Call
- Meeting with the Mentor
- Crossing the First Threshold
- Test, Allies, Enemies
- Approach to the Inmost Cave
- Ordeal
- Reward
- The Road Back
- Resurrection
- Return with the Elixir
Ahoy Mate! Starboard & I be ready to take you to seek adventure and treasure. There be dangers and rough seas ahead for sure, less’n we be extra careful and smarter than the Sea Gods themselves.

Look at our map carefully, looks like we have many ways to get where we be headed. Some be easy sailing, others might smash us to the rocks and a murky death. The choices will be ours and I will need your help to make them.

We now be where the Gold Star is on our Map. Do we head North to the Dog Head Peninsula or South past Chicken Leg Island?

I need your advice: Do we take this Ship to the North or to the South?